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Take-home message and plan

“To a man with a hammer, everything looks like a nail”

• Look at the biomedical problem with no mathematical bias

• Stay away from the carpenter syndrome

Plan of the talk

• Take a phenomenon (migration in fibrous environments)
• Present several modelling frameworks to study the problem 



Tumour compartimentalization and invasion
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Extra-cellular matrix

jcb.rupress.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200209006/DC1

file:///C:/Users/Utente/Documents/Archivio/ppt/movies/esperimenti/Moto2%20in%203D%20ECM.mov
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Cell motion in dense ECM

Neutrophil migration in rat tail collagen (1.7 mg/ml)
in presence of IL-8

HT1080 migration in rat tail collagen (1.7 mg/ml)
in presence of MMP inhibitor

(P. Friedl, K. Wolf)

file:///C:/Users/Utente/Documents/Archivio/ppt/movies/Cell-ECM%20interaction/Video8%20Fig5%208-s.avi
file:///C:/Users/Utente/Documents/Archivio/ppt/movies/Cell-ECM%20interaction/Video2%2010-s.avi


Wolf, te Lindert, Krause, Alexander, te Riet,
Wills, Hoffman, Figdor, Weiss, Friedl
J. Cell Biol. 201, 1069-1084 (2013)

Cell motion in dense ECM

file:///C:/Users/Utente/Documents/Archivio/ppt/movies/Cell-ECM%20interaction/Video3%20Fig.%20S3%2010-s.avi


Collagen
concentration =

Cell motion in dense ECM

file:///C:/Users/Utente/Documents/Archivio/ppt/movies/Cell-ECM%20interaction/Video1%20Fig2%2010-s.avi


Taking into account of the nucleus

C. Giverso & L.P., Biomech. Model. Mechanobiol. 13, 481-502 (2014)
C. Giverso, A. Arduino & L.P.,  Bull. Math. Biol. (2018)

Work done by traction > Energy required to squeeze the nucleus



Taking into account of the nucleus

There exists a potential energy

The force field is conservative

The work is independent on the path

related to the elastic force f by



Continuum mechanics in a nutshell



Continuum mechanics in a nutshell

dp

dx

Deformation gradient



Continuum mechanics in a nutshell

dp

dx

Cauchy-Green deformation tensor



Taking into account of the nucleus

There exists a potential energy

The force field is conservative

The work is independent on the path

related to the elastic force f by



Continuum mechanics in a nutshell

There exists a potential energy

The force field is conservative

The work is independent on the path

related to the Piola stress tensor S by

and related to the Cauchy stress tensor T by



Continuum mechanics in a nutshell

There exists a potential energy

The force field is conservative

The work is independent on the path

Frame indifference + isotropy

e.g., neo-Hookean material

Gent material



Computing the energy required

Work done by traction > Energy required to squeeze the nucleus

- Given the deformation F

- Given the constitutive equation W

- Compute B and then, for instance, 



Computing the work done by traction

Work done by traction > Energy required to squeeze the nucleus



The classical (direct) problem in elasticity:

Given the stress f, find the deformation u of the substratum such that

: f → u

Cell traction

Direct



The classical (direct) problem in elasticity:

Given the stress f, find the deformation u of the substratum such that

: u → f

Cell traction

-1

Inverse



deformation

Where are the forces exerted in c? 

What is their magnitude?

D. Ambrosi
J. Math.Biol. 58, 163 (2009)

(A. Cavalcanti)

Cell traction

file:///C:/Users/Utente/Documents/Archivio/ppt/didattica%20e%20divulgazione/movies/adesione/Cavalcanti.mov
file:///C:/Users/Utente/Documents/Archivio/ppt/didattica%20e%20divulgazione/movies/adesione/MMP%20inhibition.avi


The inverse problem

Measured deformationCompute the deformation 
for a given virtual force

Evaluate the computed deformation 
in the measurement points

Set of forces acting on Wc with null resultant and momentum

Take the smallest 
force possible



The inverse problem



Traction force microscopy



V. Peschetola et al.
Comp. Methods Biomech. Biomed. 

Engng. 14, 159-160 (2011).

Cell traction

file:///C:/Users/Utente/Documents/Archivio/ppt/movies/adesione/S2.avi
file:///C:/Users/Utente/Documents/Archivio/ppt/movies/adesione/S1.avi


Ambrosi, Peschetola,Verdier
SIAM J. Appl. Math, (2006)

T24 cancer cells

Traction on a stiff gel

file:///C:/Users/Utente/Documents/Archivio/ppt/didattica%20e%20divulgazione/movies/adesione/Cell_m.avi
file:///C:/Users/Utente/Documents/Archivio/ppt/didattica%20e%20divulgazione/movies/adesione/Force_m.avi


Traction on softer gel

Conclusions

• minor traction 
ability than 
fibroblasts

• larger forces 
on stiffer gels

T24 cancer cells



Traction in 3D

: f → u

• Measurements everywhere 
 (even below the cell or 

  “inside” the cell domain Wc)
• Forces below the cell or 

  “inside” the cell domain Wc)

Differences  

Wc

• Measurements outside the cell
• Forces exerted on the cell 

 boundary

2D 3D



Self-adjoint problem

Penalty function for the 
minimization problem  

G. Vitale, D. Ambrosi, L.P., 
J. Math. Anal. Appl. 395, 788-801 (2012)

Inverse Problems 28, 095013 (2012)

Traction in 3D



Traction in 3D



Criterium for invasion

Work done by traction > Energy required to squeeze the nucleus

Traction

Nucleus
stiffness

No
way
in

Channels wide enough



Criterium for invasion

Work done by traction > Energy required to squeeze the nucleus

No
way
in

Nucleus soft enough or
traction strong enough

Traction

Nucleus
stiffness

C. Rolli, PlosOne 5, e8726 (2010)

file:///C:/Users/Utente/Documents/Archivio/ppt/movies/esperimenti/journal.pone.0008726.s003.mov


Effect of nucleus envelope stretchability

C. Giverso, A. Arduino & L.P., 
Bull. Math. Biol. (2017)

Membrane

Nucleus



Rule based  

 Models based on a regular grid   
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Lattice-gas 
cellular 

automata

Individual 
cell-based models 

Cellular Potts 
models 

Force based vertex models 

Sub-cellular 
element models

Tensegrity models

Self-propelled 
Voronoi models Cell center Voronoi models 

Ellipsoidal 
cell-based models

Cell 
center

Cell center 
and radius 

Cell center 
and dimensions 

of ellipsoidal shape

Vertices of 
polygonal cells

Many points per 
cell body

Continuous 
membrane 

and cytoplasm

Filament based model 
of the lamellipodium 

Kinetic model 
for cytoplasm

Energy based 
vertex models 

Energy based Force based Energy based

Grid-free models

Finite element methods
 

Boundary element 
methods

file:///C:/Users/Utente/Documents/Archivio/ppt/movies/Cellular%20Automata/Voronoi%20crypt.mp4
file:///C:/Users/Utente/Documents/Archivio/ppt/movies/Galle/GalleMembrana/curv.avi
file:///C:/Users/Utente/Documents/Archivio/ppt/movies/Cellular%20Automata/flat-lamellipodium.avi
file:///C:/Users/Utente/Documents/Archivio/ppt/movies/Cellular%20Automata/Bates%20network.mp4
file:///C:/Users/Utente/Documents/Archivio/ppt/movies/Cellular%20Automata/Movie_Chemotaxis.mp4
file:///C:/Users/Utente/Documents/Archivio/ppt/movies/Cellular%20Automata/Movie_AdhesionPatches_Spikes.avi


The cellular Potts model

A cell is 
represented by 
several nodes

- Based on a generalized energy H

- Evolution stochastically tries to minimize the system energy



The cellular Potts model



Generalized cellular Potts model

M. Scianna & L.P., 
J. Theor. Biol. 317, 394-406 (2013). 

Taking into account of sub-cellular elements (e.g., nucleus)



Choose a node at random

Accept the action with 
probability decreasing 
exponentially with H 

H > 0 ?

Accept the action
(always)

H < 0 ?

Compute the change in energy H

Choose a neighbour at random 

Choose an action

Repeat till all nodes 
are chosen

0

( )
H H

TP H e
-D +

D =

increase time

The cellular Potts model



(J. Guch)

  Cells with stiff nuclei in microchannel

M. Scianna, L.P., J. Theor. Biol. 317, 394-406 (2013)

file:///C:/Users/Utente/Documents/Archivio/ppt/movies/esperimenti/GuchSM2.avi


Cells with deformable nuclei in microchannel

(J. Guch)

file:///C:/Users/Utente/Documents/Archivio/ppt/movies/esperimenti/GuchSM1.avi


Influence of nucleus rigidity

Dipartimento di Matematica

 Penetrative = Stay out with the nucleus
 (not with the cytoplasm)

 Invasive = Enter but do not reach
 the other side

 Permeative = Enter and reach
 the other side

C. Rolli, PlosOne 5, e8726 (2010)



M. Scianna, L.P., & K. Wolf, Biosci. Engng. 10, 235-261 (2013)

Effect of pore size in ECM



Effect of deformability
Varying fiber elasticity Varying nucleus elasticity

Rigid nucleus Elastic nucleus



Palecek et al., Nature 385, 537-540 (1997)

Effect of adhesion in 2D



Optimising motion in artificial ECM



Upscaling the information

host cells and tumour cells

extracellular
liquid

 deformable and 
degradable ECM



f v



V

c
c

c

Mass balance equations

Cell mass Outflux Growth/death



        1. Constant density X
2. Potential flow assumption

n

  Only tumour cells in 3D



f v



V

l
l

l

ECM components

Extracellular liquid

Tumours as multiphase systems



closed mixture assumption
saturation

= 0

Tumours as multiphase systems

Constrained
mixture 

assumption

= 0
Potential flow assumption



Macklin & Lowengrub JTB (2008)

Nutrient diffusion
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Fingering

Fragmenting

Compact

Original movies at
biomathematics.shis.uth.tmc.edu/Multimedia.php

  Only tumour cells in 3D

file:///C:/Users/Utente/Documents/Archivio/ppt/didattica%20e%20divulgazione/movies/Macklin/fingering_tumor_xvid_med.avi
file:///C:/Users/Utente/Documents/Archivio/ppt/didattica%20e%20divulgazione/movies/Macklin/fragmenting_tumor_xvid_med.avi
file:///C:/Users/Utente/Documents/Archivio/ppt/didattica%20e%20divulgazione/movies/Macklin/compact_tumor_xvid_med.avi
file:///C:/Users/Utente/Documents/Archivio/ppt/movies/Macklin/xvid768_5.avi


Momentum balance equations



Momentum balance equations



Darcy's law

-f  K  vl
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Darcy's law



Brinkman equation

-f  K  vl
-1

l
2

Brinkman equation

+



Generalized 
Keller-Segel eq. 

Unsaturated cells in ECM

degenerate 
parabolic eq.

file:///C:/Users/Utente/Documents/Archivio/ppt/movies/avascolare/bracciom.avi


Saturated biphasic mixture

x

x



Back to the continuous model

Motility tensor



Back to the continuous model

Implications for 
interaction force          
and motility K?AA0

m

A
0
 depends on: 

 Pore vs. nucleus size
 Nucleus elasticit
 Cell adhesion
 Active traction
 Action of MMP



No
way
in

Back to the continuous model



One population



Growth below a thick region of ECM



Effect of nucleus deformability

Stiffer nucleus

Softer nucleus



Nuclear membrane stiffness 
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Heterogeneus ECM



Tumour compartimentalization and invasion

Breast

Ovary

Pancreas



Membrane problem

e →  0

Generalization to more cell populations



Membrane problem

Din

S
nDout

where

Kadem-Katchalsky 
interface condition



Stationary 1D problem
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x x
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Unsteady 1D problem
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Unsteady 1D problem

e = 0.1 e = 0.025e = 0.05

t

membrane

n(x-)

n(x+)



Unsteady 2D problem

file:///C:/Users/Utente/Dropbox%20(ScienzeMatematiche)/video/barrier.gif


Multiscale features



Invasion of ovary cancer cells

Adding tumour produced metallo-proteinases



Invasion of ovary cancer cells

Adding tumour produced metallo-proteinases

file:///C:/Users/Utente/Dropbox%20(ScienzeMatematiche)/video/ovary2.avi


Invasion of ovary cancer cells



Invasion of ovary cancer cells



file:///C:/Users/Utente/Documents/Archivio/ppt/movies/Scianna/singola_cell.wmv




Invasion of ovary cancer cells



Invasion of ovary cancer cells



Top view

Bottom view

Side view

Invasion of multicellular spheroids



Invasion of multicellular spheroids



Invasion of multicellular spheroids



Invasion of multicellular spheroids



Mechanosensing = How cells sense mechanical forces
Mechano-transduction = How cells respond to mechanical signals, 

   either directly or via the activation of signalling pathways

Macroscopic
force

Cell traction

Macroscopic
force

Mechanosensing & mechanotransduction



Guilak, … & Chen, Control of stem cells 
by physical interaction with the ECM, 

Cell Stem Cell 5, 17-26 (2009) 

Sun, Chen, Fu, Forcing stem cells to behave: A biophysical 
perspective of the cellular microenvironment

Ann. Rev. Biophys. 41, 519-542 (2012)

Mechanosensing & mechanotransduction

Mechanosensing = How cells sense mechanical forces
Mechano-transduction = How cells respond to mechanical signals, 

   either directly or via the activation of signalling pathways





Tumour-stroma interaction

Kass, Erler, Dembo & Weaver, Mammary epithelial cell: 
Influence of ECM composition and organization during 
development and tumorigenesis
Int J Biochem Cell Biol 39, 1987-94 (2007)

 Relations between ECM stiffness and cell tensile stress influences
 Proliferation
 Apoptosis
 Migration



Butcher, Alliston & Weaver, 
A tense situation: forcing tumour progression

Nat Rev Cancer 9, 108-122 (2009)

Tumour-stroma interaction



Ingber, Mechanobiology and diseases of mechanotransduction
Annals Medicine  35, 1-14 (2009) 

Abnormal ECM accumulation 

Stretching of mesangial cells through ECM 
and integrins due to glomerular hypertension

Abnormal conversion of mechanical stress 
into intracellular gradients of electrical activity

Stretch activated signalling cascades 
due to stents and grafts

Dementhia

Vasculature feels and 
adapt to shear and pressure

Diseases of mechanotransduction



Insufficient mechanosensing

Excessive ECM

Enhanced ECM breakdown

Cell hypercontractility

Loss of contact inhibition
Matrix Metallo Proteinases

Excessive production of ECM

Diseases of mechanotransduction



Mechano-reciprocity



Mechano-reciprocity



Butcher, Alliston, Weaver, 
A tense situation: forcing tumour progression

Nat Rev Cancer 9, 108-122 (2009)

Mechano-reciprocity

 It mantains tensional homeostasis in the tissue
 It is necessary for development and tissue-specific differentiation
 Its loss promotes disease progression, including liver fibrosis, atherosclerosis and cancer



Lindvall, Kokaia, Stem cells in human neurodegenerative disorders: Time for clinical translation?
J. Clinical Inv 120, 29-40 (2010)
Progress stem cells for the treatment of neurological disorders, Nature 441 1094-1096 (2006)



Lindvall, Kokaia, Stem cells in human neurodegenerative disorders: Time for clinical translation?
J. Clinical Inv 120, 29-40 (2010)
Progress stem cells for the treatment of neurological disorders, Nature 441 1094-1096 (2006)



Lindvall, Kokaia, Stem cells in human neurodegenerative disorders: Time for clinical translation?
J. Clinical Inv 120, 29-40 (2010)
Progress stem cells for the treatment of neurological disorders, Nature 441 1094-1096 (2006)



T

Lindvall, Kokaia, Stem cells in human neurodegenerative disorders: Time for clinical translation?
J. Clinical Inv 120, 29-40 (2010)
Progress stem cells for the treatment of neurological disorders, Nature 441 1094-1096 (2006)



Multiscale features

V. te Baekhorst, L. Preziosi, P. Friedl
Plasticity of cell migration in vivo and in silico
Ann. Rev. Cell Dev. Biol. 32 (2016)

Microscopic
models

Macroscopic
models


